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By Wendell Berry

COUNTERPOINT, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Stern but compassionate, author Wendell Berry raises broader issues that
environmentalists rarely focus on . . . In one sense Berry is the voice of a rural agrarian tradition that
stretches from rural Kentucky back to the origins of human civilization. But his insights are
universal because Our Only World is filled with beautiful, compassionate writing and careful,
profound thinking. --Associated Press The planet s environmental problems respect no national
boundaries. From soil erosion and population displacement to climate change and failed energy
policies, American governing classes are paid by corporations to pretend that debate is the only
democratic necessity and that solutions are capable of withstanding endless delay. Late Capitalism
goes about its business of finishing off the planet. And we citizens are left with a shell of what was
once proudly described as The American Dream. In this collection of eleven essays, Berry confronts
head-on the necessity of clear thinking and direct action. Never one to ignore the present challenge,
he understands that only clearly stated questions support the understanding their answers require.
For more than fifty years we ve had no better spokesman...
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ReviewsReviews

It in a of the best publication. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you request me).
-- Dr. Pat Hegmann-- Dr. Pat Hegmann

It in one of my favorite publication. It is among the most awesome publication i have go through. I am just quickly will get a delight of reading through a
published publication.
-- Prof. Martin Zboncak DVM-- Prof. Martin Zboncak DVM
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